
▸ The luminosity of the LHC will be increased up to a factor of 5-7

with respect to the design value (1x1034 cm-2s-1).

➡ A serious limitation on the ATLAS performance in the forward region:

・Degradation of tracking efficiency

・Unacceptable rate of Level-1 muon trigger

➡ The inner station of the muon endcap system (Small

Wheel) will be replaced by New Small Wheel (NSW). 

▸ NSW : MicroMegas (MM)

small-strip Thin Gap Chamber (sTGC)

▸ The NSW trigger provides additional information to the muon Level-1   

trigger in the endcap region.

➡ Reduce fake triggers arising from particles that are not originating 

from the interaction point (IP)

➡ Suppress a significant part of the trigger rate✌
▸ Both MM and sTGC find track-segments independently.
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2. MicroMegas Trigger System

1. 64-ch VMM ASIC connected to strips. 

・ output the address of the first threshold crossing

strip ➡ Data size suppression

2. ART ASIC collects the data from 32 VMMs.

3. MM Trigger processor finds track-segments

and calculates track parameters.

▸ 0.45 mm fine pitch readout strips

▸ 4-layers (X) with horizontal strips and 4-layers (U,V) 

with stereo strips 

3. MicroMegas Trigger Algorithm and Performance

1.  An incoming strip hit address

conversion to a slope value using

a look-up-table

2. Multi-plane hit coincidence to find a  

track-segment candidate in a slope-road.

・The coincidence independently  

requires a minimum number of   

horizontal (X) and stereo (U, V) strip 

planes.

3. Two dimensional hit position (h, f ) 
and Dq calculations

Track-segment Rate 

Track-segment Finding Efficiency 

▸ The 3X/2X hit coincidence have good efficiencies even at high 

pileup conditions in the NSW trigger h coverage below 2.4.

▸ Up to 8 tracks can be sent 

to the Sector Logic per bunch

crossing due to a limitaion of 

bandwidth. 

Resolutions at 160 pileup events (~HL-LHC) [3X3UV] 

The NSW simulation has been developed to model the actual 

response of the detector and its electronics, and used to get a 

deep understanding of the trigger logic. The results of these 

performance studies demonstrate that the NSW MM trigger 

system is capable of working with good performance 

satisfying the requirements.

▸ Good resolutions of h, f, Dq, compared to the requirements  

(5x10-3, 20 mrad and 1 mrad, respectively).

Trigger Algorithm in the Trigger Processor

▸ The (h, f ) and Dq are sent to the Sector Logic and combined 

with the BW signal to define the Level-1 trigger accept signal.
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▸ ~2 million channels

➡ Impossible to readout 

all channels in real-time

➡ Data size suppression is essential

NSW trigger

coverage
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Algorithm

4X : Low efficiency 😢 , 3X/2X：Good efficiency ☺

160 pileup Average >8 tracks

2X2UV 2.6 3 % 😢

3X3UV 0.6 0 % ☺

☺ ☺ ☺

NSW

hNSW, fNSW, DqNSW h, f matching
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e.g. 3X3UV : ≥ 3 hits in X, 

≥ 3 hits in U+V planes 

4. Conclusion
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